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In the late .ummer of 1916 the waters of Lake Washington were lowered to the level of Lake Union.

Washington 's Union Bay, which was

then considerably larger than today.

.Montlake N
Before
the Cut

o strip of regional real estate

has engineered more dreams
of empire than the isthmus
that used to separate Lake Union
from Lake Washington . From the
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the cornucopia of raw materials that
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trees. Built in 1883 by Chinese labor
under the pay of local promoters
David Denny, Thomas Burke and
others, it was designed for scooting
Jogs from the big lake into the
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Seattle, once a cut could be made
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Capitol Hill. ft diagonally transverses
the center of the photograph. The

through that little ribbon of land .
The line of the first cut can be
faintfy seen in our tum-of-the-century
panorama from the north end of

David Denny's induded.
Our view continues east across
that dividing land, part of today's

Montlake neighborhood, to Lake

Just beyond rises the largely denud·
ed Laurelhurst peninsula, and in the
distance Kirkland can be seen across
the lake.
Atthough this setting has its
pastoral touches, the signs of devel·
opment are everywhere. Not seen ,
but just to the left of the photograph,
is the town of Yesler. There, in the
late 1880s, near the present site of
University Village, pioneer Henry
Yesler put up a namesake mill: Most
of the dearcut Laurelhurst was
probably stripped by Yesler's saws,
and shipped out on the Seattle Lake
Shore and Eastern Railroad. By
1887, Thomas Burke's railroad had
reached both Ravenna and Yesler at
the north end of Union Bay. (Today,
on the railroad's old bed is the
Burke-Gilman trail.)
The lakes were first joined by
name only on July 4, 1854. Most of
Seattle had gathered to celebrate
Independence Day on Thomas Mer-

cer's claim at the southern end of a
lake the Indians caUed "little water."
Mercer proposed that the "big wa·
ter" to the east be named "Washing·
ton," and that the little lake on
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Mercer proclaimed, it would
surely be the connection for an even
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agreed, and from that moment on
there was a steady agitation to
consurnate that union.
The first person to actually try it
was Harvey Pike. Harvey followed
his father John Henry Pike to town in
1661. The elder Pike was employed
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was given the job of painting it, and
his wage was a deed to part of that
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his land In two with simple pick,
shovel and wheelbarrow. This, in the
way of tools, was only a little more

than Moses used to divide the Red

Sea. But Harvey Pike had none of

the divine aid, or in his case, federal
subsidy, and so he had to give it up.
The subsidy wouldn 't come until
1910 when a Rivers and Harbors Act
passed by Congress included
$2,750,000 for the construction of
locks down at ShUshole, so long as
King County agreed to finance and
build the canal. Which tt did.
When the channel between the
two Jakes was opened in 1916 the
greatest change was not the opening
of a hinterland of opportunity and
exploitation to military and industrial
steamers, but the lowering of Lake
Washington by nearly 10 feet and
the exposing of thousands of acres
of fresh bottom land . When the
contemporary canal from salt water
to fresh was completed in 1917 its
Montlake Cut was a few hundred feet
north of Harvey Pike's strip of
opportunity. Its primary traffic was,
and still is, pleasure craft.
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